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By Lon Milo DuQuette

Weiser Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 296 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 6.0in. x 1.1in.Dr. John Dee
(1527-1608) was one of the greatest minds of the Elizabethan Age, and his system of angelic
communication was the result of the most dramatic magical operation ever recorded. It has
survived to become the cornerstone of the modern ceremonial magicians practice. In 1582 Dee and
his clairvoyant partner Edward Kelley made magical contact with a number of spiritual entities who
identified themselves as angels -- the same that communicated with Adam, Enoch, and the
patriarchs of the Old Testament. Over the next three years they revealed to Dee and Kelley three
distinct magical systems of vision magick. The third and last of these incorporated a series of calls
to be recited in an angelic language in order to raise the consciousness of the magician to a level
where angelic contact is possible. Best-selling author and magician, Lon Milo DuQuette, who has
practiced Dees system for over twenty-five years, has seized upon elements of the original Dee
material overlooked by adepts of the Golden Dawn, Aleister Crowley, and other modern magicians,
and brought them to light in Enochian Vision Magick. DuQuette offers the expert and novice...
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Extensive guideline! Its this kind of very good study. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this book from my i and dad encouraged this
publication to understand.
-- Mr . Jer r y Littel-- Mr . Jer r y Littel

These types of ebook is the greatest book available. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just very happy to explain how
here is the very best pdf i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he greatest book for ever.
-- Ca m r yn Runolfsson-- Ca m r yn Runolfsson
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